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Abstract: Graph analysis can be done at scale by using Spark GraphX which loading data
into memory and running graph analysis in parallel. In this way, we should take data out of
graph databases and put it into memory. Considering the limitation of memory size, the
premise of accelerating graph analytical process reduces the graph data to a suitable size
without too much loss of similarity to the original graph. This paper presents our method of
data cleaning on the software graph. We use SEQUITUR data compression algorithm to
find out hot code path and store it as a whole paths directed acyclic graph. Hot code path is
inherent regularity of a program. About 10 to 200 hot code path account for 40%-99% of a
program’s execution cost. These hot paths are acyclic contribute more than 0.1%-1.0% of
some execution metric. We expand hot code path to a suitable size which is good for
runtime and keeps similarity to the original graph.
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1 Introduction
According to the definition from Wikipedia, Big data is a term used to refer to datasets
that are very large or complex for traditional data-processing application software to
adequately deal with. Big data was originally associated with a large volume of data
(volume), rapid data generation (velocity), a variety of data types (variety), and
uncertainty of data source and derived data (veracity) [Li, Li, Chen et al. (2018)].
There are five steps to deal with big data. Collecting data, cleaning data, storing data,
analyzing data and data’s further analyzing [Deelman, Peterka, Altintas et al. (2017)].
Collecting data is that people use tools like web crawler to collect data from nature or the
Internet. Due to some of this data is useless such as empty data, the second step works for
cleaning data [Djidjev, Chapuis, Andonov et al. (2015)]. After cleaning, we need to store
the cleaned data into massive storage or distribution system. Analyzing data aims to use
some techniques for dealing with cleaned data like Hadoop. The last step is further
analyzing. If the result of the handled data is needed to keep using by some equipment
such as The Google driverless system, further analyzing will be carried out in the next
process [Zhang and Xiong (2016)]. If the results will be read by a human. The best way is
visualization because of its immediacy, convenience [Andreas, Nicolai and Andreas
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(2016); Dijkman, Dumas, Dongen et al. (2011); Fiannaca, Rosa, Rizzo et al. (2014)].
Data cleaning is the second process of detecting, correcting and removing useless or
inaccurate data from a recordset, and transforming data from one “raw” data into another
appropriate format, making it more suitable and valuable for the downstream purposes
such as analytics [Sohangir, Wang, Pomeranets et al. (2018); Nwagwu, Okereke and
Nwobodo (2017); Tan, Blake, Saleh et al. (2013); Iqbal, Luo, Khan et al. (2018)]. Graphs
have been extensively used in real-world applications. In big data platforms, graph
analysis can be done at scale by using Spark GraphX which loading data into memory
and running graph analysis in parallel. In this way, we should take data out of graph
databases and put it into memory [Koohi and Zahedi (2017); Schoknecht, Thaler, Fettke
et al. (2017)]. Considering the limitation of memory size, the premise of accelerating
graph analytical process reduces the graph data to a suitable size without too much loss of
similarity to the original graph [Maguire, Rocca-Serra, Sansone et al. (2013); Bollegala,
Weir and Carroll (2013)].
This paper focuses on data cleaning on the software graph. We show how to use the
SEQUITUR data compression algorithm to find out hot code path and store it as a whole
path directed acyclic graph. Hot code path is inherent regularity of a program. About 10
to 200 hot code path account for 40-99% of a program’s execution cost. These hot paths
are acyclic contribute more than 0.1-1.0% of some execution metric. We expand hot code
path to a suitable size which is good for runtime and similarity to the original graph.
2 SEQUITUR data compression algorithm
SEQUITUR data compression algorithm is used to capture the inherent regularity of the
application execution and builds the representation of the regularity in the compressed
format. The algorithm operates in linear time and space, shown as follow [Zeng and
Church (2009); Tarjan (1972); Bentley and Sleator (1986); Myles and Collberg (2004)].
Before running this algorithm, we should execute the application with a given input set,
and record the sequence of code blocks. A code block is a set of statements, signal entry,
signal exit, no loop and branch statements, and considered as a token in the algorithm.
SEQUITUR algorithm works by scanning a sequence of tokens and building a list of all
the token pairs. Whenever the same occurrence of a pair is discovered, the two
occurrences are replaced in the sequence by an invented non-terminal token, the list of
token pairs is adjusted to match the new sequence, and scanning continues. If a pair’s
non-terminal token is used only in the created token’s definition, the token is replaced by
its definition and the token is removed from the defined non-terminal tokens. When the
scanning process completes, the sequence can be interpreted as a compressed context-free
grammar that infers a hierarchical structure which can be stored as a whole path directed
acyclic graph (DAG) [Myles and Collberg (2004)]. The rule definitions for the nonterminal tokens can be found in the list of token pairs.
The algorithm appends each token to the end of rule T and searching the resulting rule
and all other production rules for redundancy. If the tail of the new end of the compressed
trace matches any of the production rules, produces an appropriate substitution. Then, if
any redundancy is found a new production rule is added and substituted in the
compressed trace. The algorithm also checks each time a replacement is made to ensure
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that each production rule is used more than once. If any rule is used just once its
production is substituted where it is used and the rule is removed from the grammar. This
prevents the retention of rules that do not contribute to compression.
algorithm SEQUITUR( S )
input Execution Trace S
output Grammar G
Grammar G
Rule T
1. for each token in S
2. append token to end of production for T
3. if duplicate digram appears
4. if other occurrence is a rule g in G
5. replace new digram with non-terminal of g.
6. else
7. form a new rule and replace duplicate
8. digrams with the new non-terminal.
9. if any rule in G is used only once
10. remove the rule by substituting the production.
11. return G

Figure 1: SEQUITUR data compression algorithm

Figure 2: Example of block call graph
Our method requires the program to be instrumented at block’s entry and return. This
means the sequence contains block’s name, return r, and program exits x. Sometimes, one
block may have more than one r, this means the block is called multiple times. Here it is
an example to explain how SEQUITUR algorithm works. The call blocks are shown in
Fig. 2, and the accordingly sequence is:
ABHrrCDErrrrxABHrrrxABDFrrrrx
Initially, the rule T is empty.
T→
Algorithm starts on A, travels the execution trace, appends A B H to the right side of T.
T→A B H
H is the end of a runtime, the algorithm travels back to the A and adds two r to the T.
T→A B H r r
Travels another trace, we get C D E.
T→A B H r r C D E
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Likes H, E is the end of this runtime, the algorithm travels back to the A, if E was
called two times, the algorithm should append two r, so finally adds four r and one x to
the T.
T→A B H r r C D E r r r r x
Each step, the algorithm checks the last two tokens. If the string is duplicated, the
algorithm constructs a rule and applies it to T. In this case rr appears twice, so
T→A B H 1 C D E 1 1 x
1→r r
The algorithm continues appending tokens and seeking duplication. In this case
another rr is found, replace it with symbol 1. When there are no more tokens to process
for first trace, the result is:
T→A B H 1 C D E 1 1 x
1→r r
Continue running this algorithm, we can get the following sequence.
T→A B H 1 C D E 1 1 x A B
1→r r
T→A B H 1 C D E 1 1 x A B
1→r r
2→A B
T→2 H 1 C D E 1 1 x 2
1→r r
2→A B
T→2 H 1 C D E 1 1 x 2 H
1→r r
2→A B
T→3 1 C D E 1 1 x 3
1→r r
2→A B
3→2 H
T→3 1 C D E 1 1 x 3 1
1→r r
2→A B
3→2 H
4→3 1
T→4 C D E 1 1 x 4 x
T→4 C D E 1 1 x 4 x 2 D F G 1 1 x
1→r r
2→A B
3→2 H
4→3 1
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5→1 1
6→5 x
The final result is:
T→4 C D E 6 4 r x 2 D F 6
1→r r
2→A B
3→2 H
4→3 1
5→1 1
6→5 x
Its representation is a whole path DAG as shown in Fig. 3.
SEQUITUR is an online algorithm, runs in time O(N), where N is the trace length. The
size of the compressed trace is O(N), worst case (no compression possible) and O (logN)
best case.

Figure 3: whole path DAG
3 Hot code path expansion
A hot code path refers to code sequence executed most often. Ammons, Ball, and Larus
showed that few relatively hot code paths, about 10 to 200 account for 40-99% of a
program’s execution cost. These hot paths are acyclic contribute more than 0.1-1.0% of
some execution metric [Myles and Collberg (2004)].
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HotPathExpand( G, HP )
input Whole Path DAG G
input Hot path HP
output Expand Set, I
Set I=set of expanded assemblies of HP, initially empty.
TempI=set of tokens, initially empty.
Queue S=queue of temporary up tokens; initially empty.
Tokens t=empty.
Integer retu_sr, retu_pr,succ_num=0.
add each node hpc in HP to I and queue S
while S is not empty
{t=head of S
for each node p whose production contains t
{if p=T
then add t to TempI
else
add tokens appear in the left of p to S
}
delete head from S
}
for each trace Tr contains c in TempI
{
for each successor sr of c
｛if (sr is terminal node )
then if (sr==r )
then retu_sr++
else add sr to I
else
travel sr and add each terminal node to I }
for each predecessor pr of c
{if (pr is terminal node)
then if (pr==r)
then retu_pr++
else if (retu_pr==0)
then add pr to I
else retu_pr-else
{travel pr and add each unreturned terminal node to stack TempS
while (retu_pr>0)
{
pop(TempS)
retu_pr-- }
add TempS to I} } } }
return I

Figure 4: The hot code path expansion algorithm
Larus’s algorithm interested in searching for minimal (shortest) hot code paths. This
means the hot code paths most likely are of 100-1,000 acyclic paths long. This is not
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enough to represent the whole program. Even the longer hot code neither. If we try to get
an appropriate software graph stands for the whole big graph. We should expand the hot
code path to a suitable size.
The hot code path expansion algorithm we use in this paper is based on software change
impact analysis and shown in Fig. 4. Our algorithm collects every dynamic path that connects
the hot code path. Every block which is called after the hot path, and any block which is on
the call stack after any block of hot path returns, is moved in the set of expanding.
Our code path expansion algorithm starts on a given hot code path HP, the block hpc is
the first one. Our algorithm ascends upward hpc in the given DAG, each execution trace
Tr which contains hpc will be found out. Recursively the algorithm searches forward for
blocks that are called directly or indirectly after hpc. By searching backward in the
execution trace the algorithm finds out the blocks return to hpc.
For example, if we expand the DAG shown in Fig. 4, the hot code path is {A, B, H}. We
start the process from node H.
Step 1. Ascending upwards to the node 3→2 H. Because this node is not T, continue
ascending upwards.
Step 2. Ascending upwards to the node 4→3 1 which contains rule 3. Because this is not
T, continue ascending upwards.
Step 3. Ascending upwards to T, 4 appears twice, so we find out two execution traces.
Step 4. Traveling trace “4 C D E 6”, adds C, D, E to set I. Nodes C, D, E are
called directly or indirectly after H.
Step 5. 6 is a non-terminal node, search the rules recursively and replace it with terminal
node r, r, r, r, x. x stands for the end of this execution trace. Variable retu_sr records the
number of returns after token 4. When the algorithm meets x, the process of searching
forward ends, the value of retu_sr is 4, there are our times returning happened in the
execution trace.
Step 6. Return C, D, E, and set retu_sr to 1. 4 is a non-terminal node, before searching
backward that will result in returning to H, travel it recursively and replace 4 with
terminal nodes A, B, H, r, r.
Step 7. Adds A, B to set I. There is no token r before H, that is no block returns before H,
the value of retu_pr is 0.
Step 8. If the value of retu_pr is greater than 0, uses stack TempS to skip the blocks
which already returned. Traveling execution trace “4 r x”, get A and B. Because A and
B are in set I, skip them. So, the expanding of H is {A, B, C, D, E}.
Step 9. Running the algorithm to block A, ascends upward and meets 2 and 4. Traveling
2 in T, gets the expanding set {B, D, F}.
Step 10. Traveling 4 in T, gets the expanding set {A, B, C, D, E}
Step 11. Merging the sets, we can see the expanding set of A is {A, B, C, D, E, F}.
Step 12. Input block B to the algorithm, output the expanding set {D, F}.
Step 13. Merge the sets of A, B, H, output the expanding set {A, B, C, D, E, F} of the hot
code path {A, B, H}. The hot code path expansion algorithm runs in time O (P2), P is the
number of nodes.
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4 Experiment and visualization analysis
Let p' be the hot code path obtained from program P, p" be the hot code path expansion
from p' . Ammons and Larus defined hot code paths p' as acyclic paths that contribute
0.1-1.0% of some execution metric. In the SPEC benchmarks, they showed that relatively
few p' (10-200) account for 40-99% P execution cost. Usually, p' is 100-1,000 acyclic
paths long. There is no limitation for p" , that is theoretically speaking, a hot code path
can be expanded over every block. But using our algorithm, the expanding process will
end in the x. This makes sure the expanding process runs in P execution trace, and end in
the execution trace as well. It’s impossible to let the algorithm expand to every block.
We randomly download 1200 software applications from sourceforge.net, and abandon
167 applications of them which user ratings stars less than 2. For the rest applications,
calculating the hot code path and expanding them. When we look at the size comparison
between p' and p" show in Fig. 5, we can know that most size of p" is four time that of
p ' , 400-4,000 acyclic paths long.

Figure 5: Size comparison between hot code path and expanded hot code path
We use resemblance which is come from software birthmarking to measure the similarity
of two programs. We define the resemblance of P and p' :
R ( p, p ' ) =

| p  p'|
| p  p'|

(1)

Likewise,

| p  p"|
(2 )
| p  p"|
Here the  operation is common subgraph,  is subgraph responses for 95% runtime cost.
R ( p, p" ) =

Because the core component may be the hot code path, we use the resemblance to
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accurately measure the substitutability between P and p' , P and p" . From Fig. 6, we can
see that the substitutability between P and p" is much higher than P and p' .

Figure 6: The comparison with the substitutability
5 Conclusion
Graphs provide a better way of dealing with software applications like assembly call,
control flow and data flow. Often, people model analytics software applications in the
form of DAGs [Schrijver (2012)]. Thus, Graph Databases have become alternatives to
SQL and NoSQL databases and common computational tools. Analysis and processing of
very large graph data sets poses a significant challenge. Extracting valuable software
information from graph big data requires efficiently process. Common programming
languages are used as the interface with graph analysis and often embedding it into
standard applications. In this situation, reducing graph big data to a suitable scale is the
effective method [Moon, Lee, Kang et al. (2016)].
Hot code paths make an essential part of the program execution. It is a good alternative to
whole software application graph. But usually, hot code paths are 100-1,000 acyclic paths
long. For graph analysis, the similarity to the original graph is low. In order to clean
software graph data. We use SEQUITUR data compression algorithm to find out hot code
path and store it as a whole path directed acyclic graph. Then, we expand hot code path to
a suitable size which is good for runtime and keeps similarity to the original graph. We
randomly download 1200 software applications from sourceforge.net, and calculate the
hot code path, expand them. Most expanded hot code paths are of size four time that of
the original graph, 400-4,000 acyclic paths long. Substitutability between expanded hot
code paths and original graphs is much higher than original graphs and hot code paths.
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Expanded hot code paths are more suitable for efficiently big data graph process.
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